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The Blessed Hope! 

 “Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the 
great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ;” –(Titus 2:13) 

                         Diamond & Nugget #75Ra & Sec 

 
 
The data necessary to evaluate the risks and benefits of COVID-19 vaccines in children 
could be available for two candidates by the end of October, according to President Joe 
Biden's Chief Medical Advisor., Dr. Anthony Fauci.  Dr. Fauci has said so much since 
about Covid, it would take weeks to go through all the statements made in the past 
twenty months.  The one thing that is obvious is the fact he has made up the narrative 
as he faced the camera and media every day, counting upon the public not recalling 
what he said the day before  and two days before that, and it goes without saying he is 
a liar of the well-coached Jesuit Order.  Dr. Anthony Fauci, who is also the Director of 
the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Disease, told ABC11 in an exclusive 
interview that Pfizer's trials will be ready to review by the end of September, while 
Moderna will be ready in October. 
 
"As we get into the fall, it is very likely that vaccines will be available down to five or six 
years old as we get into October and early November," Dr. Fauci said. Dr. Fauci has 
been building the case for vaccinating all children, as young as he can get away with. 
 
In North Carolina, state health officials are reporting as many as one third of all new 
cases of COVID-19 are occurring in children ages 17 and under. 
 
Biden announces new COVID vaccine mandates for 100 million Americans 
 
"Given the fact that we're dealing with the Delta variant, which is much, much more 
transmissible than the previous variants, more and more children are getting infected, 
and as more children get infected, more children are getting hospitalized," Fauci said. "If 
you go to the pediatric hospitals, particularly in the south where you are, you will see the 
pediatric hospitals are crowded with kids with COVID."   
 
This is an outright lie and the people fact-checking the proven liar Dr. Fauci are 
exposing his spreading of disinformation.  It is statements like this one above that reveal 
his constantly referring to children and teen as spreaders, when nothing has been 
proven that to be the case.  He always mentions that their contact with grandparents is 
his concern.  Dr. Fauci has been proven to be a liar by spending tax-payer dollars to fun 

https://abc11.com/biden-speech-today-live-preisdent-press-conference-executive-order-vaccine-federal-workers/11010121/
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“Gain-of-Function” to create more lethal pathogens.  Dr. Fauci has been discredited as 
a public voice for an agenda that is directed at taking lives, not saving lives.  Recent E-
mails and E-mails from a few months ago read like confessions, and it remains a 
mystery why he still is given air time on the corrupt mass media disinformation.  CNN 
and MSNBC.  Dr. Fauci’s crimes go back four decades in labeling Chronic Fatigue 
Syndrome as being HIV1 his drug therapy AZT which cost over a hundred-thousand 
lives of homosexuals and hemophiliac patients.    
 
RELATED: Pediatricians wrestle with treating COVID and getting parents to take it 
seriously 
 
Still, the rate of hospitalizations among children has not increased and remains lower 
than adults. Roughly 85% of seniors, moreover, are vaccinated. 
 
"We're having a shift in the demography where it's the 30, 40, 50 year-olds infected and 
getting into trouble," Dr. Fauci said. "All you need to do is go to a hospital where there's 
a high degree of infection and the profile of people has changed from the early months 
of the outbreak. Yesterday, we had 164,000 people in the U.S. got infected. 164,000 
people in one day. It is no time to pull back on mitigation or pull back on the push to get 
as many people vaccinated as we can." 
 
Dr. Fauci says we need to vaccinate children now. Here’s why.  Dr. Fauci explains 
why children can be big time COVID-19 spreaders 
By Herb Scribner@HerbScribner Sep 12, 2021, 7:00pm MDT  
 

 

https://abc11.com/unc-childrens-hospital-covid-in-children-with-kids-at-risk-for/10996658/
https://abc11.com/unc-childrens-hospital-covid-in-children-with-kids-at-risk-for/10996658/
https://www.deseret.com/authors/herb-scribner
https://www.deseret.com/authors/herb-scribner
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Top infectious disease expert Dr. Anthony Fauci responds to accusations by Sen. Rand 
Paul, R-Ky., as he testifies before the Senate Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions 
Committee, on Capitol Hill in Washington, Tuesday, July 20, 2021 J. Scott Applewhite, 
Associated Press  

 
Dr. Anthony Fauci, the White House medical adviser on the coronavirus, has a simple 
message to all of America — we need to vaccinate the children.  Why and where is the 
evidence to support his claims?  He has lied and flip-flopped since the beginning of this 
fraud.   
 

 “I do believe … that we should vaccinate the children, and there are a number of 
reasons,” Fauci said, according to CNBC.  

 
Dr. Fauci reveals how many COVID-19 cases make him feel ‘comfortable’ 
Fauci said children are often “vehicles of spread,” who contract the virus and spread it 
to others, according to CNBC. That’s especially the case when children are 
asymptomatic to the coronavirus. 
 
More recently, the delta variant has led to an increased spread of symptomatic cases 
among children, CNBC reports. Reports have surfaced of children being hospitalized 
and dying from COVID-19 because of the delta variant. 
 

 “We are almost overrun. We have a lot of children in hospitals now,” Fauci said. 
“So even though relatively speaking, compared to an adult they don’t get as 
seriously ill, we have lost more children from SARS-CoV-2 than we ever lose for 
influenza — and we vaccinate children against influenza.” 

 
That statement again is pointed at children, and there is absolutely no evidence to back 
up that statement.  It is a deceptive statement meant to deceive, and he is never 
challenged to produce the data for his statements.   
 
Dr. Fauci reveals a major way to keep children under 12 safe from COVID-19 
In August, Fauci said on NBC’s “Meet the Press” that children should be surrounded by 
other vaccinated people in order to stay safe from COVID-19. Mask mandates in 
schools and vaccine requirements can help, too. 
 

 “For the kids who can’t get vaccinated, that’s the reason why we’re having a 
strong recommendation that, in the schools, everybody should wear a mask, 
whether or not you’re vaccinated.” 

 “We’ve got to protect the children,” he said. 
 
In 2020, Dr. Anthony Fauci made statements that revealed his agenda regarding 
vaccinating children.  Once there are enough safety and efficacy data on new COVID-
19 vaccines, trials in children can get underway, one of the nation’s top doctors said 
Saturday.  

https://www.nbcnews.com/meet-the-press/meet-press-august-8-2021-n1276291
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/09/10/fauci-outlines-the-case-for-offering-covid-shots-to-young-people.html
https://www.deseret.com/coronavirus/2021/9/10/22664526/dr-fauci-how-many-covid-19-cases-us
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/09/10/fauci-outlines-the-case-for-offering-covid-shots-to-young-people.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/09/10/fauci-outlines-the-case-for-offering-covid-shots-to-young-people.html
https://www.deseret.com/opinion/2021/9/1/22652407/covid-19-children-are-ill-hospitals-long-term-side-effects
https://www.deseret.com/opinion/2021/9/1/22652407/covid-19-children-are-ill-hospitals-long-term-side-effects
https://www.deseret.com/opinion/2021/9/1/22652407/covid-19-children-are-ill-hospitals-long-term-side-effects
https://www.deseret.com/coronavirus/2021/9/8/22660868/dr-fauci-kids-safe-from-covid-19-without-vaccine
https://www.nbcnews.com/meet-the-press/meet-press-august-8-2021-n1276291
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Anthony Fauci, M.D., director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases 
and a key figure in the response to the pandemic, discussed vaccines for children 
during his keynote address at the 2020 AAP Virtual National Conference & Exhibition.  
 
“You have to strike a balance of making sure you get a vaccine — if it’s safe and 
effective — to children in a timely manner while you’re also very attentive to the extra 
potential risk you’d see in a child given the vulnerability of children,” he said.  
 
He added the AAP will play a key role in consulting on pediatric vaccine trials. The 
comments came just days after AAP President Sara “Sally” H. Goza, M.D., FAAP, sent 
a letter to federal officials stressing the importance of including children in trials and 
principles that should be followed.  
 
Five vaccines supported by the U.S. are in phase 3 clinical trials, according to Dr. Fauci, 
and he expects to have safety and efficacy data by the end of the year. Doses are being 
produced in anticipation of positive results, and it may be possible to start vaccinating 
some people before the end of the year, he said.  
 
Dr. Fauci’s talk also reviewed SARS-CoV-2 symptoms, risk factors, routes of 
transmission, case count trajectories and therapeutics. He touted the recent 
announcement that health officials will be distributing 150 million rapid antigen tests to 
nursing homes, schools and other institutions.  
 
But his outlook wasn’t entirely optimistic. He noted there have been more than 33 
million cases and 1 million deaths worldwide, “with the end really nowhere in sight.” In 
the U.S., case counts have topped 7 million and more than 204,000 people have died. 
 
The problem with that statement, follow-up studies have shown that more than half did 
not die of Covid, but other comorbidity issues.  This simply means that more than half of 
victims labeled Covid had other issues that undermined their immune systems or had 
weakened their ability to deal with a cold or the flu. 
  
Children make up about 10.5% of all reported U.S. cases, according to data he cited 
from the AAP and Children’s Hospital Association. Roughly 1.7% of children with 
COVID-19 are hospitalized and 0.02% have died, significantly lower rates than for 
adults.  
 
“Despite the fact that the disease burden of morbidity and mortality in children is less, 
we should not take it less seriously because we still don’t know all of the implications of 
what the long-range effects of this is going to be,” Dr. Fauci said.  
 
Answering questions from Dr. Goza, Dr. Fauci discussed whether there was anything 
the U.S. could have done differently in responding to the pandemic.  Dr. Fauci is never 
for a loss of words on Covid, even if they counter his own words from days and weeks 
before. 

https://www.eventscribe.net/2020/AAPExperience/index.asp
https://www.aappublications.org/news/2020/10/01/covid19vaccinetrials100120
https://www.aappublications.org/news/2020/10/01/covid19vaccinetrials100120
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“We could have known about it sooner, we could have had tests that were in abundance 
early on and we could have had the country act in a uniform way to the public health 
messages we put out,” he said, adding that in hindsight, there always are things that 
could have been done better in such a challenging situation.  
 
Dr. Goza said she is grateful for the work Dr. Fauci is doing for the country and public 
health.  
 
“As pediatricians, we know that if anything is going to get us through the pandemic it will 
be science and you,” she said. “… We’re here to help you in any way we can.”  
Copyright © 2020 American Academy of Pediatrics 
 
Dr. Anthony Fauci, President Joe Biden’s top coronavirus adviser, said he supports the 
idea of COVID-19 vaccine mandates for children attending schools. “I believe that 
mandating vaccines for children to appear in school is a good idea,” Fauci told CNN’s 
State of the Union. Fauci recognized the idea would be met with lots of resistance but 
he said that the government has long mandated vaccines for children to attend school. 
“This is not something new,” Fauci said. “We’ve done this for decades and decades, 
requiring polio, measles, mumps, rubella, hepatitis” vaccinations.’   
 
But Fauci attempts to justify vaccines on childhood diseases that largely are either 
unrelated to vaccines or were caused by other pollutants.  For example, polio was not 
caused by viruses, but rather from the spraying of DDT for mosquitos.  Once DDT was 
banned in 1972, in a few years, polio likewise quietly disappeared.  DDT was developed 
as the first of the modern insecticides early in World War II. It was initially used with 
great effect to combat malaria, typhus, and the other insect-borne human diseases 
among both military and civilian populations. 
   
Again, across the board, thirty years of vaccines required to attend school have been 
met with huge increases in autoimmune diseases, autism, and allergies that can be 
linked to childhood vaccines.  In 1989, Autism was virtually non-existent, at 1 case in 
10,000,  Today, Autism is found in 1 in 24 children.  The Amish are an exception since 
the Amish hold religious exemptions to vaccine programs.   
 
 “I believe that mandating vaccines for children to appear in school is a good idea,”   Dr. 
Anthony Fauci says about Covid-19 vaccines. 
 
“We’ve done this for decades and decades, requiring polio, measles, mumps, 
rubella, hepatitis. So this would not be something new” #CNNSOTU 
pic.twitter.com/5zWmCpaPoh 
— State of the Union (@CNNSotu) August 29, 2021 
 
Although children under 12 are still not eligible to receive the COVID-19 vaccine that 
could soon change. Fauci said on ABC’s This Week that federal regulators are set to 

https://edition.cnn.com/2021/08/29/politics/fauci-school-vaccine-mandates-cnntv/index.html
https://twitter.com/CNNSotu/status/1431988261162037256
https://twitter.com/CNNSotu/status/1431988261162037256
https://twitter.com/hashtag/CNNSOTU?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/5zWmCpaPoh
https://twitter.com/CNNSotu/status/1431988261162037256?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/health-officials-sticking-month-covid-booster-shot-timeline/story?id=79700212&cid=clicksource_4380645_4_three_posts_card_hed
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start examining the data on children under 12 sometime in mid-to-late September. 
“Hopefully we’ll be acting quickly, depending on the data, and their assessment of the 
risk-benefit ratio,” Fauci said. Dr. Scott Gottlieb, a former Food and Drug Administration 
commissioner who is on the board of Pfizer, said the company’s vaccine could be 
available for children under 12 before the holiday season. “The agency will be in a 
position to make an authorization, I believe, at some point, late fall, probably early 
winter,” Gottlieb told CBS’ Face the Nation. “And probably they’re going to base their 
decision on what the circumstances around the country, what the urgency is to get to a 
vaccine for kids.” Under the timeline, it’s possible that children under 12 could start 
getting the vaccines before the end of the year. 
 
“If Pfizer files the application [with FDA] in October, it could be available and authorized 
sometime in late November, maybe early December,” @ScottGottliebMD says. “So that 
puts you on a timeframe that you could start rolling out these vaccinations before the 
end of the year.” pic.twitter.com/A1HAtKJCTa 
— Face The Nation (@FaceTheNation) August 29, 2021 
 
As the United States sees a surge in COVID-19 cases due to the highly infectious Delta 
variant, Fauci said the White House is “sticking with” its recommendation that booster 
shots be given out eight months after a completed COVID-19 vaccination. But he also 
made clear that could change. “Although we’re sticking with eight, we’re remaining 
flexible, that if the data tells us differently, we’ll make adjustments accordingly,” Fauci 
told ABC. 
 
Here again Dr. Fauci makes misleading statements and offers no evidence whatsoever 
to justify his words.  The Delta variant just like Covid-19 has never been determined to 
exist and there have been no tests or samples subjected to the Koch Postulates.  100 
countries around the world have asked for the CDC to provide them slide samples for 
which they could use to study their own cases.  The CDC simply says they do not exist 
and so therefore take our word or go pound salt.  Dr. Andrew Kaufman has been the 
leading opponent advocating true science and proof on this issue. Dr. Fauci has not so 
much as mentioned Koch Postulates since it would reveal the CDC, NIAID, and NIH 
fakery.  Just shut up and take the jab and the medical community is told to shut up and 
not question the narrative the public has been fed for over a year.  Dr. Fauci says follow 
the science and those who attack the science are attacking him as if he is the arbitrator 
of what science really is  
 
NEW: Public health officials are sticking with the recommendation that people get 
booster shots eight months after getting the COVID-19 vaccine, but that could change 
based on reviewing the data, Dr. Anthony Fauci tells @MarthaRaddatz. 
https://t.co/XsaKBKJdTW pic.twitter.com/2QZ0dlwYSy 
— This Week (@ThisWeekABC) August 29, 2021 
 
 

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/scott-gottlieb-pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-fda-children/
https://twitter.com/ScottGottliebMD?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/A1HAtKJCTa
https://twitter.com/FaceTheNation/status/1432013718427144198?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/ThisWeekABC/status/1431990749957136384
https://twitter.com/ThisWeekABC/status/1431990749957136384
https://twitter.com/MarthaRaddatz?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/XsaKBKJdTW
https://t.co/2QZ0dlwYSy
https://twitter.com/ThisWeekABC/status/1431990749957136384?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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Dr. Fauci started off by explaining that multiple studies are under way to offer a 
conclusive answer to the question of whether the current vaccines are safe for children. 
“Right now, there are a couple of studies from multiple companies looking at vaccines in 
children,” he explained. However he pointed out that while they “are looking at both 
safety and immunogenicity” they aren’t focused on “vaccine efficacy signals, because 
you would need tens of thousands of people in those trials,” he said. “We're trying to do 
bridging studies to show comparable immunogenicity at the same time, looking at 
safety.” 
 
He also revealed that the studies focus on different age groups. “We will know answers 
to that for high school level individuals, by the time we get to the fall.” For other ages, 
Moderna just started a de-escalation study this past week, looking at groups of kids 
from “12 to nine, nine years to six years, six years to two years and six months to two 
years,” he revealed. “We're going to be looking at multiple aspects of safety.”  
 
While there is currently no definitive answer to the question, he is quite confident that 
the findings will support the vaccine as safe for children of all ages.  Again, Dr. Fauci is 
making up the case as each day he has to answer scripted questions by CNN and 
MSNBC.  When Dr. Rand Paul, Senator of KY exposed Dr. Fauci and called for an 
investigation into Fauci, he should have been suspended as director of the NIAID.  Dr. 
Fauci bears responsibility for the death of over 16,000 U.S. citizens.   
  
“There is really no biological reason at all to indicate or even predict that you would 
even see any modification of the genetic profile when you're dealing with an MRNA 
which has no way of integrating into the genome of a cell,” he said. “So it is a question 
that gets asked frequently, but there's no biological mechanism why we can see how 
that would happen. We're going to be looking at all aspects of safety, but I really don't 
predict you're going to see anything in that space.” 
 
Will Dr. Fauci be the “straw that breaks the proverbial camel’s back?”  Think about it, 
the Jesuit Dr. Fauci is treading on thin ice once he advances the vaxxes to children as 
young as two years of age!  The Bible has a lot to say about those who violate children 
in anyway, form or fashion.  “Then said he unto the disciples, It is impossible but 
that offences will come: but woe unto him, through whom they come!  2were 
better for him that a millstone were hanged about his neck, and he cast into the 
sea, than that he should offend one of these little ones.” –(Luke 17:1-2) 
 
“And they brought young children to him, that he should touch them: and his 
disciples rebuked those that brought them. 14But when Jesus saw it, he was 
much displeased, and said unto them, Suffer the little children to come unto me, 
and forbid them not: for of such is the kingdom of God. 15Verily I say unto you, 
Whosoever shall not receive the kingdom of God as a little child, he shall not 
enter therein. 16And he took them up in his arms, put his hands upon them, and 
blessed them.”  -(Mark 10:13-16).  I could go on but clearly the Lord has a special 
place in His regard for little ones who cannot act with informed consent and exercise 
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their free will to reject the mandate of an alleged vaxx that is clearly poison.  We are 
clearly dealing with mass psychosis on the part of people with an agenda to kill 
humanity!  I have contended that God has been using the past eighteen months to see 
who would remain loyal to God or to man.  God does not send anyone to hell.  He 
allows them free-will to exercise their freedom of choice in such matters to determine if 
their faith is real or if it is merely talk, which is cheap!   

 
 
This is what State of the Nation web site had said back in mid-March of 2021: 
 

DR. TONY FAUCI 

 Frontman for THE GREAT SCAMDEMIC 

 Point Man for OPERATION COVID-19 

 Main Man for the CORONAhoax 

 Con Man for the COVIDcon 
 

 
 
Dr. Fauci is the “Dr. Mengele” of the Fourth Reich 
 
State of the Nation 

https://beap.gemini.yahoo.com/mbclk?bv=1.0.0&es=lAlj6nYGIS.XaZb21Nmx6HaOjDv.9THXi9WOsqG9ZzROUtSavLarlYi2BWgtWezh6OJ3L6g3sPpF_nsa3DxeKiZ1fUOKx2nbPD70w0Yi6zhKXnQS.3e6bQtQ7yIW1dpOwXKnFgR6LKF52iAbk5APuZk5x.UrrgWX8R4XkEvSufBqjAyHsTUmVX1hjfyK7K6_j203g9TaeC9brRbgTF7cVU1USare4Nkw2OIiskQue4f.lIw52uvnH9qRjQHHtBrwVCCMewsn0TZAv3wMl.bqLYOGtqmbrawNtw7jkJmmn3LoYdzJYY5ppK64o.LLl0Mm0agkojMImoWxzLLm6pt76knRlCquNXZ8NIqda68..4Bn9FHWaQxe3oa8AsFXuu.sa.BWa93822J_XCvhhzaqWRib.nUk8Es.Yr0bguInJ.cGGEnkDBugK0ciJt1yCtctYtwQJZUQCuPq6ZapkzRrpBwzFlTX1n7.MJH13rzbG8KQaJeizYXCYr_kfcWYT7j8EwvgaKWm15vRxJi6pLksbVirOlqMK.h6QlnsOgS6LXNVq69NrhjeR4ZQq41uCpRRFaxNxTiAR5rHDxhHMp9lHaBrEGIzW9GVVBFkqdQr2hjHGoJgqDW_Za2rnw0R3Zj6hOAP8Tb5TT407kuf3Ajf1fEsmwUlzC11ptmURyTwrHBrSPi_XAFhGrh7Hr1.jIibgWgm737mMx67BzkEWxQFv4xDCpSMfCo.ewdrNsNW7B0lR8lJWPiquql2vGgMO3SbuyinJ_6EhTndqkEuTSNlGQjzTLqxNvU6IG0odYw2b77ajJn8njJYE_57PTZOah8..6PLYks3N74HhOyrSctUYGqKzGJjGvpBRJXVd_HW7dU.K3005q1FUURDam_T2CZ7EszxbRIUMd5lV5xHHI4mXO_HDZyX_gsYACH31wpEHmv7Yeiz61Z0UFYf89fEL8EaKHo5SLDc4092tbDdn62ppTW_IE4QB1cfM3fspAcpfEFDwoNSnbX_aUMKjW822k8tsWaiIMpWAz1ruGnoY7uT_wtGFzW7k0lBHB4gfGPKsL6.5pnkVPVTHDwRpNCXuFA0SwXrI8Fl0dYoxmW_LvY3873LvtjmfVjSTHk01xjgT0cfR99pjjexTz5GI7GoN7dD47lLxSmYRex8rRyJJErKlsa6vynrNcnKFt.D8c9529Xxv8R4Bxd5iFkT.Vai00TB937lPOQYun9c1aJZRIqoYeuE0LxIn8yGoAmSiJKf6.bOU.s8lBheycDfcaIX4Mb_Q_KoK5LBFRenc.qysf0IRKey6NPPWyrpBCxuKT8UWXY11Z6mKSyaAzz1qGRsLbTBGoLFAZH3ubTZqFQIKikFeYHcsvDnQCWm21JF0fXxo03VyuUHx0QUM3URFT_LDlhFY38aQSd8fCRBNLg9shdJzwgaqFbMsLWmwkTHBg98xjHwuz2KnQzBeb8sQJgxVrq8xMYST5v6_xXQb_K62Qyyz.39NS9m1NX_lM9eAMbcN3humjvM9IZKSAC7j2vnQ3BFq5w3pzym3bnnLZ4KVrhdgYGKPjOhYnTlU1In6blBtOUw0TCUiTEXy.xPIL.0VrrSmsNVzDyycBV7CG0uyaqOUtRAd2WM.8M6Itz6lzAq9sPA2.nD9wlZ4tS6JjK9gD8KUo6xt7FTC.jWrxtJokM2eOzayMQWxn4BXvjT_F_ububvOy3xuhdZd3RTNNgfCf1spcHhVlYeoqBLfFwmS1GP7U.z6hgaG2Rydg4CtZuSL9mRM_xmzshLaw04rag.lL988p.t9U0KtQ1rEnRXE9GSChrJBpHBC04ouBHzBqToHrlP85mv759l43yyNJ9NXPuWRZXw_6ZxvV1nNZHgvB6UPhXCy.4PZhQtwXoE9hphG7RIeV3zXyfU4yw_B4BBNys_n8BhifBp.TBXWOEzlGspbSy9CQ--
https://beap.gemini.yahoo.com/mbclk?bv=1.0.0&es=lAlj6nYGIS.XaZb21Nmx6HaOjDv.9THXi9WOsqG9ZzROUtSavLarlYi2BWgtWezh6OJ3L6g3sPpF_nsa3DxeKiZ1fUOKx2nbPD70w0Yi6zhKXnQS.3e6bQtQ7yIW1dpOwXKnFgR6LKF52iAbk5APuZk5x.UrrgWX8R4XkEvSufBqjAyHsTUmVX1hjfyK7K6_j203g9TaeC9brRbgTF7cVU1USare4Nkw2OIiskQue4f.lIw52uvnH9qRjQHHtBrwVCCMewsn0TZAv3wMl.bqLYOGtqmbrawNtw7jkJmmn3LoYdzJYY5ppK64o.LLl0Mm0agkojMImoWxzLLm6pt76knRlCquNXZ8NIqda68..4Bn9FHWaQxe3oa8AsFXuu.sa.BWa93822J_XCvhhzaqWRib.nUk8Es.Yr0bguInJ.cGGEnkDBugK0ciJt1yCtctYtwQJZUQCuPq6ZapkzRrpBwzFlTX1n7.MJH13rzbG8KQaJeizYXCYr_kfcWYT7j8EwvgaKWm15vRxJi6pLksbVirOlqMK.h6QlnsOgS6LXNVq69NrhjeR4ZQq41uCpRRFaxNxTiAR5rHDxhHMp9lHaBrEGIzW9GVVBFkqdQr2hjHGoJgqDW_Za2rnw0R3Zj6hOAP8Tb5TT407kuf3Ajf1fEsmwUlzC11ptmURyTwrHBrSPi_XAFhGrh7Hr1.jIibgWgm737mMx67BzkEWxQFv4xDCpSMfCo.ewdrNsNW7B0lR8lJWPiquql2vGgMO3SbuyinJ_6EhTndqkEuTSNlGQjzTLqxNvU6IG0odYw2b77ajJn8njJYE_57PTZOah8..6PLYks3N74HhOyrSctUYGqKzGJjGvpBRJXVd_HW7dU.K3005q1FUURDam_T2CZ7EszxbRIUMd5lV5xHHI4mXO_HDZyX_gsYACH31wpEHmv7Yeiz61Z0UFYf89fEL8EaKHo5SLDc4092tbDdn62ppTW_IE4QB1cfM3fspAcpfEFDwoNSnbX_aUMKjW822k8tsWaiIMpWAz1ruGnoY7uT_wtGFzW7k0lBHB4gfGPKsL6.5pnkVPVTHDwRpNCXuFA0SwXrI8Fl0dYoxmW_LvY3873LvtjmfVjSTHk01xjgT0cfR99pjjexTz5GI7GoN7dD47lLxSmYRex8rRyJJErKlsa6vynrNcnKFt.D8c9529Xxv8R4Bxd5iFkT.Vai00TB937lPOQYun9c1aJZRIqoYeuE0LxIn8yGoAmSiJKf6.bOU.s8lBheycDfcaIX4Mb_Q_KoK5LBFRenc.qysf0IRKey6NPPWyrpBCxuKT8UWXY11Z6mKSyaAzz1qGRsLbTBGoLFAZH3ubTZqFQIKikFeYHcsvDnQCWm21JF0fXxo03VyuUHx0QUM3URFT_LDlhFY38aQSd8fCRBNLg9shdJzwgaqFbMsLWmwkTHBg98xjHwuz2KnQzBeb8sQJgxVrq8xMYST5v6_xXQb_K62Qyyz.39NS9m1NX_lM9eAMbcN3humjvM9IZKSAC7j2vnQ3BFq5w3pzym3bnnLZ4KVrhdgYGKPjOhYnTlU1In6blBtOUw0TCUiTEXy.xPIL.0VrrSmsNVzDyycBV7CG0uyaqOUtRAd2WM.8M6Itz6lzAq9sPA2.nD9wlZ4tS6JjK9gD8KUo6xt7FTC.jWrxtJokM2eOzayMQWxn4BXvjT_F_ububvOy3xuhdZd3RTNNgfCf1spcHhVlYeoqBLfFwmS1GP7U.z6hgaG2Rydg4CtZuSL9mRM_xmzshLaw04rag.lL988p.t9U0KtQ1rEnRXE9GSChrJBpHBC04ouBHzBqToHrlP85mv759l43yyNJ9NXPuWRZXw_6ZxvV1nNZHgvB6UPhXCy.4PZhQtwXoE9hphG7RIeV3zXyfU4yw_B4BBNys_n8BhifBp.TBXWOEzlGspbSy9CQ--
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=56585
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Really, how is Dr. Anthony Fauci “The Highest Paid Employee In The Entire U.S. 
Federal Government“?!?! 
 
This extraordinary fact of US government life could only have happened by way of the 
sheer power and overwhelming influence exerted by Big Pharma. 
 
Which means that it was Big Pharma who installed “Fauci the Fearmonger” as the 
Godfather of the America’s infamous Medical Mafia. 
 
How else could Fauci have kept his high position at the National Institutes of Health 
unless The Powers That Be behind the reigning medical tyranny propped him up for 37 
years as the Director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases? 
 
What in the world is a highly unscrupulous 80-year-old corruptocrat holding the 
most powerful position in public health anyway?!?!  
 
FAUCI: The Most Corrupt Career NIH Criminal Ever to Head the NIAID  
 
Clearly, Tony Fauci was installed at the NIH 53 years ago in order to prepare him for his 
pivotal role in the greatest medical criminal conspiracy in U.S. history.  The unfolding 
American genocide, due to the nefarious administration of extremely dangerous and 
often deadly COVID-19 injections, is just beginning.  And, it is Fauci who has 
deliberately deceived the American people at every major turn of Covid events, 
especially about the transparently hazardous vaccines. 
 

 
The Fourth Reich 
Governor Andrew Cuomo made it clear throughout the Covid pandemic that he was just 
following orders, as did several other Democrat governors who were directly 
responsible for the geriatric genocide that was perpetrated in their respective states. 

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=56589
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=56589
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/05/faucigate-operation-covid-19-point-man-tony-fauci-must-be-arrested-and-prosecuted-for-genocide/
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Exactly how did that happen?  That all of these governors were merely just following 
orders?  Because genocidal maniacs like Dr. Anthony Fauci were formulating Covid 
nursing home policies that ensured a geriatric genocide—that’s how! 
 
Look, every genocide needs a front man. 
 
The Holocaust had Hitler and Dr. Mengele.  The Holodomor had Stalin.  China’s 
Cultural Revolution had Mao Zedong.  The Cambodian “Killing Fields” had Pol Pot.  And 
the Covid Pandemic has Fauci and Gates. 
 
Take a look at just how deceptive Fauci was during this recent congressional 
hearing.  He has the chutzpah to outright lie to a U.S. Senator during prime time without 
an iota of concern about the consequences. 
 
Fauci’s Own Fallacious Testimony Proves He’s a Flaming Fraud. 
There’s only one way that Fauci still enjoys that type of impunity despite the 
extraordinary degree of prevarication and misleading public testimony he has given 
since the very beginning of the Plandemic. 
 
Big Pharma and the hidden Illuminati families who sponsor him have provided total 
cover via their wholly owned Mainstream Media.  For only the CIA’s Mockingbird Media 
— a completely controlled network of corporate media platforms owned and operated 
by the New World Order globalist cabal —  could provide the necessary cover-up for 
such a massive, ongoing crime wave washing over the 50 states and beyond. 
 
The public record now contains volumes of hard evidence of intentional fraud on a 
massive scale perpetrated by Dr. Fauci, which should have seen him arrested and 
prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.  Instead he continues to function as the Capo 
di tutti capi of a ruthless Medical Mafia that is terrorizing and killing the American 
people at will. 
 
What this really means is that Fauci is guilty of pulling off RICO-level racketeering and 
murderous crime spree across the country under the protection of POTUS imposter Joe 
Biden.  The irrefutable proof since Biden’s inauguration is indisputable: these two career 
government criminals are engaging in a highly organized nationwide criminal conspiracy 
to defraud the American people in a wider effort to collapse the Republic. 
 
This preplanned scheme to destroy the United States of America is actually part of a 
much wider communist plot to establish a totalitarian One World Government that is 
the central pillar of the globalist-directed New World Order. 
 
What this really amounts to is that Dr. Fauci was illicitly given the power to purposely 
enervate the health and well-being of the U.S. citizenry.  All of Fauci’s proclamations 
and diktats clearly reveal a hidden agenda to undermine the health of every American, 

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=56574
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=56528
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as well as to devastate communities across the nation.  This vast and unparalleled 
international connivance to collapse the American Republic is being carried out by 
foreign enemies to include the European Union, United Kingdom, China and other bad 
state actors. 

 
 

Dr. Fauci = Dr. Mengele 
In this manner, the rapidly emerging Fourth Reich is manifesting worldwide as an 
extremely formidable force for nations everywhere to deal with. 
 
Once Germany was defeated at the end of World War II, the CIA’s Operation Paperclip 
permitted the escape of countless Nazi criminals to the USA.  A large number of those 
war criminals were of the same dastardly ilk as Dr. Joseph Mengele.  But now they have 
been given carte blanche to conduct inhumane experiments under the protection of the 
new Fourth Reich IN THE UNITED STATES. 
 
Now we see that Dr. Fauci has been afforded the same type of state protection to run 
an exceedingly perilous and risky Covid vaccine experiment where he can suffer no 
consequences for his outrageously criminal misconduct as a US government official. 
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Mr. and Mrs. Taxpayer: You are paying dearly to have a professional criminal like 
Dr. Fauci sicken and incapacitate you … with no repercussions whatsoever, no 
matter the seriousness of his heinous capital crimes. 
 
Key Point: Big Pharma stealthily positioned Dr. Fauci as the nation’s premier vaccine 
expert and yet he doesn’t even understand the dangers associated with the most basic 
toxic ingredients found in today’s vaccines.  Even kids get what Fauci evidently 
misunderstands to the great detriment of the heavily vaccinated American populace. 
See: If these young school children get it, why doesn’t the so-called vaccine expert Dr. 
Fauci?! (Video) 
 
Conclusion 
Truly, there is something highly consequential going on in the background of the global 
Covid scam which can no longer be denied.  It is something that is well known to the 
power elite; and it’s the very reason why they have executed this exceptionally reckless 
and brazen and desperate hoax.  As follows: 
 
GLOBAL COVID VACCINE PSYOP DESIGNED TO DECEIVE HUMANITY 
INTO TRANSHUMANISM AND WORSE 
 
Of course, there are always several levels of conspiracy, as well as layers of intrigue 
within those levels, that this incorrigible cabal of criminally insane psychopaths are hell-
bent on carrying out with all deliberate speed. 
 
For instance, there is the highly malevolent contrivance to irreversibly alter the human 
bio-organism in ways that can only be described as demonic. See: FUNVAX: Globalist 
Plot to Mandate COVID-19 Vaccine Exposes Shocking Satanic Conspiracy 
 
There is also the covert attempt to inject Covid ‘vaccines’ that possess highly advanced 
and sophisticated biotechnology that will forever change human DNA.  See: MODERNA 
CHIEF MEDICAL OFFICER ADMITS MRNA ALTERS DNA  
 
The bottom line here is that Dr. Fauci knows full well the egregious crimes that he and 
his co-conspirators are cavalierly committing against the American people.  Hence, 
Fauci must be apprehended and prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law — POST 
HASTE — before too much irreparable damage is done to the country … before so 
much death occurs across the land!   
 
Despite the E-mail evidence of over 600 pages implicating Dr. Anthony Fauci, and many 
of his cronies, the bold face lying before a Senate committee hearing, we have seen 
absolutely no signs that he will be removed from his position or his soap box on CNN 
and MSNBC.  Our only hope is in Divine Cosmic Justice!  If you will allow me, I would 
like to address what Jesus Christ had to say about those who would hurt children.    

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=56621
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=56621
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=55978
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=55978
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=13275
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=13275
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=56522
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=56522
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DR. FAUCI: An International Drug Trafficker at the Hub of the Global Vaccine 
Crime Syndicate.  Dr. Fauci above is in what the Jesuits call:  “Contemplative Prayer 
Mode”.  In short, contemplative prayer is a “mind over matter” focus.  From someone 
like myself, I was required to take a course on “spiritual formation” in seminary, it is not 
hard to imagine Dr. Fauci is focused upon Satan, as centering prayer or contemplative 
prayer does not necessarily mean prayer to Jesus Christ as Biblical Christians.  This is 
not the first time I have seen a photo of Jesuit-trained Dr. Fauci assuming the position of 
contemplative prayer, and it’s not what you think! 
 
Mind over matter simply means the ability to overcome physical challenges through 
the use determination and willpower. The phrase mind over matter was first used in 
the 1860s, when Sir Charles Lyell wrote The ‘Geological Evidence of the Antiquity of 
Man’. Lyell used the phrase to signify the evolutionary growth of human...  In the Jesuit 
practice of contemplative prayer, the focus is to visualize a single thought, idea, object, 
or image to strengthen the will.  Contemplative practice is a form of spiritual 
embodiment, which uses focused attention to cultivate a connection to the sacred. 
Think of it as training for the soul. 
 
The mystical “spirituality” that is so popular in evangelical and charismatic circles today 
is a yearning for an experiential relationship with God that downplays the role of faith 
and Scripture and that exalts “transcendental” experiences that lift the individual from 
the earthly mundane into a higher “spiritual” plane. Biblical prayer is talking with God; 
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mystical spirituality prayer is meditation and “centering” and other such things. Biblical 
Christianity is a patient walk of faith; mystical spirituality is more a flight of fancy. Biblical 
study is analyzing and meditating upon the literal truth of the Scripture; mystical 
spirituality focuses on a “deeper meaning”; it is more allegorical and “transcendental” 
than literal. — David W. Cloud.  
  
The spiritual disciplines are rooted in unbiblical origins. In his book ‘The Sacred Way’, 
Emergent theologian Tony Jones acknowledges that “Centering Prayer grew out of the 
reflections and writings of the Desert Fathers.” These Desert Fathers, however, did not 
appear until the third century AD, long after the time of Jesus and His Apostle. 
 
Contemplative prayer presupposes that the Christian must seek outside of Scripture to 
hear all that God is saying, thus Scripture loses its position as the final, authoritative 
Word from God. Besides the Jesuits, Dallas Willard and Richard Foster, respectively, 
are both leading teachers of contemplative prayer. 
 
For skeptics who may need further evidence that Jesuit Spirituality has come into the 
evangelical/Protestant church, consider this. In 2006, Baker Books, one of 
evangelicalism’s top book publishers, released a book titled ‘Sacred Listening: 
Discovering the Spiritual Exercises of Ignatius Loyola’ written by James Wakefield. A 
publisher description of the book states:  
 
“Central to the Society of Jesus (Jesuits), the Spiritual Exercises is a manual used to 
direct a month-long spiritual retreat. Now adapting these time-honored Exercises 
specifically for Protestant Christians, James L. Wakefield encourages readers to 
integrate their secular goals with their religious beliefs and helps them reflect on the life 
of Jesus as a model for their own discipleship”.[7] 
 
Wakefield’s book, devoted to the Jesuits and Ignatian Exercises, should be proof 
enough that the Jesuit Agenda has entered the Christian church and that mysticism is 
the tool by which the Jesuit Agenda is largely being brought into the lives of countless 
evangelicals and Protestants. Is it any wonder Wakefield’s book found praise within the 
Jesuit community? Armand M. Nigro, professor emeritus at the Jesuit school, Gonzaga 
University, said: 
 
“As a Jesuit for 62 years, I have been formed by the Exercises of Ignatius of Loyola, our 
principal founder. I rejoice, then, at the long-awaited publication of Sacred Listening. It 
will be for its readers, I hope, a classic manual for spiritual growth in genuine mystical 
prayer.” (on back cover of book) 
 
Incidentally, Eugene Peterson, author of ‘The Message’ wrote an endorsement of 
Wakefield’s book on the front cover. 
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These are just a few of a great many examples where the “Jesuit Spirituality” has come 
into the Protestant church; thus this new modern (post-modern) mystical method to 
accomplish the goals of the papacy is working.  
 
Many see Jesuit Dr. Anthony Fauci to be simply the bag-man for Big Pharma, but he is 
more than just a bag-man for Big Pharma Mafia.  He has a crime record covering 50 
years in a position that lends credibility to vaccines which got their start with Jesuit-
trained people such as Edward Jenner and Louis Pasteur, both discredited frauds in the 
late 19th and early 20th century.  He walks to a different drummer and his master is 
Satan! 
 
Dr. Fauci could very well be the “straw that breaks the camel’s back” and invoke God’s 
Rapture of the Bible-believing Bride of Christ!”   
 
Blessings, 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com  
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22  
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